
Spelling Strategies

Different plural endings: s, es, ves

Words ending in f/fe end in ‘ves’ 

For example: books, witches, wives

i before e, except after c 

For example: perceive, deceive, friend

Remember there are exceptions to the rule like 

‘weird’!

Homophones with particular focus on common 

spelling mistakes like their/there/they’re OR 

you’re/your

Silent letters in words

k(kneel, knuckle), gn (gnaw, gnarl), w ( wrinkle), 

b ( bomb, tomb), h (chemist)

Breaking down words into more manageable 

sound units can help you!

Remember that vowel sounds are very strong 

and often have their own syllable.

For example: re/mem/ber, ad/vent/ure , 

vid/e/o.



Lesson 1:
Homophones: they’re, their, there

Homophones are words that sound the same but are spelt differently and 
have a different meaning. They are a very common cause of spelling mistakes.

They’re, their and there are three words that sound the same.

They’re is the shortened form of they are in a sentence like:
• They’re going to school.

Their means ‘belonging to them’ in a sentence like:
• They bought the car together, so it is their car.

We use the word there for any other meanings in sentences like:
• It is an interesting place and I love going there.
• There are two reasons for the team’s success.

TIP: A good way to remember there when it refers to a place is that it is spelt 
like two other place words, here and where.



Lesson 1:
Homophones: they’re, their, there

Demonstrate
I’m going to decide how to spell the missing words in these sentences by 

asking myself three questions:

1. Does it mean ‘they are’? If it does I write they’re.

2. Does it mean ‘belonging to them’? If it does I write their.

3. Does it mean ‘something else’? If it does I write there.

• I went to my neighbours to borrow _________ lawnmower. 

• My car is parked over _________. 

• Many people support that team but I think _________ mad. 



Lesson 1:
Homophones: they’re, their, there

Try
Use the three questions to fill the gaps in these sentences. 

Write the answer on your MWB. 

1. America interests me and I want to go __________.

2. The children have found __________ books.

3. The workers want more money. __________ going on strike.

4. She did run away but __________ was a good reason for it.

5. I looked in the wardrobe but my coat wasn’t __________.



Lesson 1:
Homophones: they’re, their, there

Secure
Tell me the three questions to help you decide how to spell there.



Lesson 2:
Homophones: too, two and to

Homophones are words that sound the same but are spelt differently and 
have a different meaning. They are a very common cause of spelling mistakes.

Too, two and to are three words that sound the same.

Too means ‘as well’ or ‘also’.
• I would like to come too.

And too has another meaning in front of an adjective or adverb:
• You are running too fast.
Here it makes fast mean ‘excessively fast’, or ‘faster than I want’ or ‘faster than 
normal’.



Lesson 2:
Homophones: too, two and to

Two means the number 2.
• I have two cats at home.



Lesson 2:
Homophones: too, two and to

To has a range of meanings and uses and is the spelling you use most of the 
time.
• I am going to watch television.
• I flew to Russia.



Lesson 2:
Homophones: too, two and to

Demonstrate
I am going to decide how to spell the missing word in these sentences by 

asking myself three questions.

1. Does it mean ‘how many there are’? If it does, I write two.

2. Does it mean ‘as well’, ‘also’ or ‘more than usual’? If it does, write too.

3. If it is none of the above, then write to.

• I forgot my book and Jo forgot hers __________.

• __________ of us went __________ the film.

• __________ many people like __________ complain.



Lesson 2:
Homophones: too, two and to

Try
Use the three questions to fill the gaps in these sentences. 

Write the answer on your MWB. 

1. I must go _________ football practice.

2. I have eaten _________ much ice cream. I feel sick.

3. There are always _________ things in a pair.



Lesson 2:
Homophones: too, two and to

Secure
Tell me the questions you should ask to help you decide whether to write to, 

two or too.

Can you think of a good way to remember this?



Lesson 3:
Some Common Confusions

Some words in our language are very close in sound and spelling to other words. This 

leads to confusion and spelling mistakes. I am going to explain five common confusions 

and then we’re going to think how to remember them. 

1. Our family. People sometimes write are which belongs in a sentence like: They are 

the best toffees. (Our means ‘belonging to us’ and it’s not a verb.)

2. Where are you going? They were right. (Where has something to do with place and is 

not a verb.)

3. The class were quiet. The class were quite noisy. (ET was a quiet alien.)

4. I bought the cake. Yes, I did buy it. I brought the cake. Yes, I did bring it. (There’s an r

in bring and brought.)

5. I choose what I eat. Yesterday I chose fish and chips. (Present/past.)



Lesson 3:
Some Common Confusions

Demonstrate
Now I’ll demonstrate how I think when I’m trying to decide which one to write. 

• I want to write I went into the shop and bought a pair of jeans.

• I ask myself: ‘Is it about buying or bringing?’ – it’s buying. Has buy got an r in 

it? – no, so it must be bought because that’s not got an r in it.



Lesson 3:
Some Common Confusions

Try
Now I want you to write the sentences I am going to read to you. 

Write them on your MWB. 

(Teachers, remember to turn off IWB!)



Lesson 3:
Some Common Confusions

To be read out without IWB on!

• The gatecrashers at the party are stealing all our CDs.

• They didn’t know where they were going.

• It is quite difficult to stay quiet.

• The campers brought a tent with them.

• It’s hard to choose presents, but I chose a computer game in the end.



Lesson 3:
Some Common Confusions

Secure
Tell me how you are going to try to think about your common confusions when 

you are writing.



Lesson 4:
Consonant Doubling: using a double consonant after a short vowel.

When we add –er, –ed, –ing, –est to the end of a word that ends in a single

consonant, we sometimes have to double the consonant. 

The rule is that we double the consonant when there is a short vowel sound 

before it.

Short vowels are: a as in flap, e as in red, i as in spin, o as in hot, u as in cut.

So:

flap + ing = flapping, red + er = redder, spin + ing = spinning,

hot + est = hottest, cut + er = cutter

Consonants are letters which are not vowels (vowels are a,e,i,o, and u).



Lesson 4:
Consonant Doubling: using a double consonant after a short vowel.

Demonstrate
Now I’m going to add –ing to some words and tell you how I decide about the 

spelling.

1. Hop (the vowel sound is ‘o’ – that’s short so I need to double) = hopping

2. Hope (the vowel sound is ‘oh’ – that’s long so I don’t need to double) = 

hoping

3. Get (the vowel sound is ‘e’ – that’s short so I need to double) = getting

4. Meet (the vowel sound is long so I don’t double) = meeting

5. Begin (the vowel sound is short so I need to double) = beginning



Lesson 4:
Consonant Doubling: using a double consonant after a short vowel.

Try
Write these words on your MWB. I will choose people to explain why they wrote 
what they did. 

• rub + ing 
• pop + ed 
• peep + ed 
• slip + ed 
• fat + est
• dent + ed 
• net + ed 
• groan + ing 
• rip + ing



Lesson 4:
Consonant Doubling: using a double consonant after a short vowel.

Secure
Tell me what the rule is for doubling the consonant in words when we add an 
ending like –ing.



Lesson 5:
Word Endings: -er, -ed, -ing, -est

Sometimes we add suffixes to the ends of words to change their meaning. 

When this happens we need to think about spelling. Today we are looking at 

suffixes that begin with a vowel.

• farm + er = farmer

• walk + ed = walked

• kiss + ing = kissing

• clever + est = cleverest

A suffix is a word ending which you can add to a word to change the 

meaning. 



Lesson 5:
Word Endings: -er, -ed, -ing, -est

Demonstrate
1. If the word already ends in a vowel, usually an e, the vowel is dropped before 
adding the ending.

• drive + er = driver
• manage + ing = managing
• use + ed = used
• blue + est = bluest

2. If the word ends in a consonant + y, the y changes to i before adding the ending.
• carry + ed = carried
• funny + est = funniest
• try + ed = tried

3. But notice that this doesn’t happen when we add ing because we don’t like the 
idea of ii – so:

• carry + ing = carrying try + ing = trying



Lesson 5:
Word Endings: -er, -ed, -ing, -est

Try
Add endings to these words. Think carefully if they end with e or y. Write them 
on your MWB. 

1. rich + er 
2. make + ing 
3. teenage + er 
4. fierce + est 
5. race + ing
6. bake + ed 
7. nasty + est 
8. funny + er 
9. dry + ed 
10. vary + ing



Lesson 5:
Word Endings: -er, -ed, -ing, -est

Secure
Tell me why we write:
Replied with no y and replying with a y.



Lesson 6:
Word Endings: -ful

We often add the suffix –ful to the end of words.

• fear – fearful play – playful

Fearful does mean ‘full of fear’ but notice that –ful at the end of a word 

always has only one letter l.



Lesson 6:
Word Endings: -ful

Demonstrate
I’m going to show you how to add –ful to two types of word.

The great majority of words allow you to add –ful without making any other changes:

care – careful colour – colourful

hand – handful hope – hopeful

Words that end with a consonant + y change the y to i.

pity – pitiful beauty – beautiful

There is one common exception:

skill – skilful



Lesson 6:
Word Endings: -ful

Try
Now you try adding –ful to these words:

1. faith 

2. harm 

3. plenty 

4. shame 

5. mercy



Lesson 6:
Word Endings: -ful

Secure
• Tell me three things you have learned about adding –ful to the end of 

words.

(Always single l; usually no change in base word; words that end in consonant 

+ y change y to i.)

• For a special reward, can you remember the common exception?



Lesson 7:
Strategies for Learning Words 1

People who are good at spelling often use memory tricks to help them 
remember difficult words.

‘You hear with your ear.’
• In this, the word ear helps you choose between hear and here.

‘Never end a friendship.’
• In this example, the smaller word end within the bigger word friend helps 

you get the letters e and i the right way round.

Never eat cake, eat salad sandwiches and remain young = necessary
• In this example, an unusual phrase helps you to put all the letters in the right 

order.



Lesson 7:
Strategies for Learning Words 1

Demonstrate
If I am trying to remember how to spell separate, if I can remember the saying 

‘There is a rat in separate’, I will be able to spell the difficult part of this word.

This sentence might help me remember the word library:

There’s a bra in the library.

If I am trying to remember how to spell because, I think:

Big elephants can always understand small elephants



Lesson 7:
Strategies for Learning Words 1

Try
Let’s think of some words that you find difficult and work out a way of 

remembering them. 

We will write them on the whiteboard and you can discuss in small groups. 



Lesson 7:
Strategies for Learning Words 1

Secure
• Tell me the two strategies for learning words that we have been looking at 

today.

• Which one will work best for you?



Lesson 8:
Strategies for Learning Words 2

Some words are written very differently from the way they sound.

Sometimes this is because they have silent letters:

• knife

• know

• gnome

Sometimes it is because we don’t really say one part of the word clearly in 

speech. We say intrested, but we write interested.



Lesson 8:
Strategies for Learning Words 2

Demonstrate
I am going to spell some words like this on the whiteboard, and to help me get 

them right I am going to say them as they are spelt to help me.

• miserable (say mis-er-able)

• February (say Feb-ru-ary)

• Wednesday (say Wed-nes-day)



Lesson 8:
Strategies for Learning Words 2

Try
Remember to hide the slide when they are writing the word!

Look at each of these words, say them out loud as you would spell them. I will cover the 
word and you try to write it correctly.

1. business 
2. library 
3. literature 
4. frightening 
5. family 
6. imaginary 
7. listening 
8. reference
9. chocolate 
10. difference



Lesson 8:
Strategies for Learning Words 2

Secure
We have been using a spelling strategy where you say the word to yourself as 
it is spelt not as it is said. Tell me what kind of words this strategy is best for.



Lesson 9:
Hard Words: The ‘Dirty Dozen’

There are some common words that everyone finds hard. Even well-educated 

adults in important jobs often make mistakes with these.

If you can learn 12 of these, you will look like a good speller.



Lesson 9:
Hard Words: The ‘Dirty Dozen’

Demonstrate
These are the ‘dirty dozen’: 12 hard words. We’ll see how many you already know and 
then we’ll try to learn the rest. I will read them out and you will write them on your MWB 
(Remember to hid the slide as they write!). 

1. alcohol 
2. argument 
3. beautiful 
4. business 
5. embarrassed 
6. persuade
7. queue 
8. sincerely 
9. success 
10. surprise 
11. tomorrow 
12. weight



Lesson 9:
Hard Words: The ‘Dirty Dozen’

Try
I told you they were hard! Let’s see how we can try to remember them.



Lesson 9:
Hard Words: The ‘Dirty Dozen’

You can always use look–cover–write–check but some other ideas are given below.

1. Alcohol – the repeated letter o. (Suggest speakspell or drawing the word with each o as a 

drunken-looking eye.)

2. Argument – the addition of e in the middle of the word is the main problem.

3. Beautiful – the three vowels in the first syllable. (Big elephants annoy untidy tigers.)

4. Business – (Speakspell or there’s a sin in business.)

5. Embarrassed – the double consonants and the final vowel sound.

6. Persuade – u substituted for first e.

7. Queue – (Make a ‘youee, youee’ noise.)

8. Sincerely – the second e, but the word is formed regularly from sincere.

9. Success – the double c.

10. Surprise – the first r. (There’s an ‘Ah!/r ‘ near the start of any surprise.)

11. Tomorrow – single m double r.

12. Weight – (W8.)
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